Salvete omnes!

First of all, I hope everyone is having a fantastic summer. For those of you who made it out to Las Vegas for Nationals, I hope you managed to recover from that amazing week of nonstop JCL fun! I want to thank each and every one of you who made it out to Vegas for coming and helping create one of the best National Conventions ever! I also want to congratulate you for getting 1st place in spirit for Waking Up in Roma and 3rd place in spirit overall! OH RAH RAH WISCONSIN! Not only was the spirit off the charts, but our incredible ludi prowess made for the first ever ludi sweep! But winning basketball, volleyball, soccer, and ultimate frisbee was just not enough. We also got a ton of 1st place track and field finishes and some great swimming and marathon finishes. So congratulations on the greatest ludi finish in WJCL history! It took quite a bit to venture out into the dry heat of Las Vegas, but we did it and it paid off!

For all of you who didn’t make it out to Vegas and for all of you who did, I would like to formally invite each and every one of you to the 2014 WJCL State Convention! I absolutely can’t wait for this convention to see all of the stunning art projects, super-fast certamen buzzing skills, amazing cheers and spirit, and, most of all, you! Get excited because this is going to be the greatest convention ever!

Gratias vobis ago

Vinay Raghavan
NATIONALS Results

OLYMPIKA

LUDI BASKETBALL
LUDI SOCCER
LUDI ULTIMATE FRISBEE
LUDI VOLLEYBALL

RELAYS (BOYS)
RELAYS (GIRLS)
RELAYS (COED)

GRAPHIC ARTS

T-SHIRT: USE OF THEME
T-SHIRT: CREATIVITY
T-SHIRT: OVERALL
DIGITAL STATE SCRAPBOOK

CERTAMEN

NOVICE LEVEL
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

SPIRIT

MEDIUM STATE

CONGRATULATIONS AND THANKS TO ALL NATIONALS PARTICIPANTS!
Nationals Memories

Nationals in 10 words or less:

“Nationals is one giant and exciting Latin party.”
~Hanna Braaten, Homestead

My favorite day of spirit was...

“Retro ad futuram. Jortsjortsjortsjorts!”
~Ian Baumgart, Homestead

“I go to Nationals...

“To see friends I haven’t been able to see for a year, get closer to the WI delegation, and help out with ludi.”
~U.K. Musa
Marquette High School

“It was really a magical moment when the WJCL was presented with a broom for sweeping the ludi competition. It was well-deserved by the teams and the whole state took pride in it.”
~Aliyah Quereshi
Brookfield Academy

“Spirit Wars, Ludi sweep, certamen, awesome people, too hot!”
~Caitlin Bier
Madison West
NATIONALS Photos
Across
2. Known for building a famous wall that marked the northern limit of Roman Britain
5. Allegedly made his horse a senator
6. His arch commemorates his siege of Jerusalem in 70 AD
12. Scored a crushing victory against the Goths at the Battle of Naissus
14. His marble sarcophagus is the only Roman Imperial sarcophagus of its kind to have survived
15. Granted Roman citizenship to all freemen throughout the Roman Empire through the Constitutio Antoniniana
16. Ostracized for his limp and slight deafness

Down
1. The first Emperor to have both a father and grandfather as the two preceding emperors
3. Rumored to have been poisoned by his wife Livia
4. The only Roman Emperor who was captured as a prisoner of war
7. The first Roman Emperor who demanded to be addressed as dominus et deus
8. Founder of the Flavian dynasty
9. The first emperor who did not hail from the senatorial class
10. Was the first emperor in the Year of Four Emperors
11. The first emperor to add the honorific cognomen Germanicus to his name instead of Caesar upon his accession
13. Officially declared by the senate as optimus princeps and known as the second of the Five Good Emperors

MYTHOLOGICAL FIGURES

I. Although I was granted the gift of prophesy, I was cursed so that none of my predictions would be believed. Who am I?

II. I outran my future wife in a footrace by distracting her with irresistible golden apples from Venus. Who am I?

III. Until I was defeated by Theseus, I invited passers-by to stay the night in an iron bed at my home, stretching them or cutting off their legs so that they would fit the length of the bed. Who am I?

ANSWERS IN NEXT ISSUE

QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, OR SUGGESTIONS?
CONTACT YOUR WJCL EDITOR, LIVVIE MAY, AT MAYOL@STUDENTS.K12.WI.US.
THANKS FOR READING!